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Enrolment Staff FTE Budget
Normalized 409.000 Custodial 2.281000 Salaries $3,010,794 96%

Weighted 492.803 Exempt 0.000000 Supplies, Equip., Services $121,254 04%

Regular 439 Support 10.000000

Teacher 20.754000

Year Opened 1976 Total 33.035000 Total $3,132,048 100%

School Philosophy
At Caernarvon school, we believe that all students can succeed. We believe individuals are responsible for regulating their behaviour and consistently utilizing healthy
strategies when building relationships. We strive to create a welcoming, inclusive, safe and healthy learning environment where staff and students treat each other with dignity
and respect. We intentionally create opportunities to bring our students from the three programs together, building a foundation of kindness, acceptance and inclusivity. We
believe parents are partners in their children's learning, and we welcome and encourage their support. At Caernarvon School, we believe strong literacy and numeracy skills
are the building blocks to successful learning. We believe in professional learning opportunities for staff to strengthen skills, ensure that instruction is practical and creative,
and empower students to take risks throughout the learning process.

Community Profile
Caernarvon School is located in the Castle Downs area. Caernarvon School serves a broad range of students' needs and is diverse in population and cultural background.  In
addition to a community kindergarten to grade six program, in September 1997, Caernarvon opened a Chinese Bilingual program. Currently, there are 175 in the Chinese
Bilingual program. In September 2022, Caernarvon was designed as a district site for Interactions; programming supports students with an autism spectrum disorder.
Caernarvon School celebrates diversity and uniqueness in recognizing the diverse population of students with First Nations, Metis and Inuit heritage, English Language
Learners, and a significant student population with special needs. Caernarvon School receives financial and other support from the Edmonton Chinese Bilingual Education
Association and the Confucius Institute of Edmonton. Caernarvon school celebrates its diversity, academics and community through school-wide events, including Meet the
Staff,  Conferences and Celebration of Learning, Winter Carnival, Indigenous Day, honouring the multi-faith calendar and Chinese New Year celebrations.

Programs and Organization
Community  K-6  
Mandarin Bilingual K-6
Interactions Grades 1-3

School Community Relationships
We would like to acknowledge the following community members who have helped to foster the growth and success of our students:

Confucius Institute in Edmonton| Edmonton Chinese Bilingual Education Association| Volunteers
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1.  
2.  
3.  

Division Priorities 2018-2022

Foster growth and success for every student by supporting their journey from early learning through high school completion and beyond.
Provide welcoming, high quality learning and working environments.
Enhance public education through communication, engagement and partnerships.

Based on the three SMART goals that were established for 2021-2022, report on the results you achieved (with evidence, including referencing the school's Alberta Education
Assurance Measure results (formerly the Accountability Pillar results) and describe how achievement of the goal supports the above Division Priorities that were in effect when the
goal was set.

By June 2022, all NCCS students will demonstrate growth in reading, writing and mathematics as measured by regular monitoring of each child’s progress by shared
assessment measures.  

Caernarvon School, in recognition of our population of students with First Nations, Metis and Inuit heritage, our large English Language Learner population and significant
student population with special needs, we look to the  report as a guiding document to frame our work with our students.  We will expect growth inOECD Promising Practices
reading, writing and mathematics as indicated in all relevant traditional measures, including, but not limited to, Alberta Education Assurance Measures, Provincial
Achievement results, teacher awarded marks and division survey results.

Results Achieved:
At the end of June, data was collected school-wide data tracking sheet for reading levels, writing levels, HLAT proficiency, and benchmarks for math to determine growth in
our students. 
Reading: 

The Covid Learning Loss assessments were complex with scheduling and meeting the requirements for intervention.  However, our data and information about phonemic
awareness and phonics highlighted a skill our students lacked. With the addition of a .7 Intervention teacher,  students who completed the LeNS and CC3 Literacy
Screening assessments and were identified as "at risk" received targeted Literacy Intervention 4-5 times a week for 30-minute blocks.  These students improved their
letter-naming skills and phonics knowledge and learned many new digraphs.  There was also a significant improvement in students' abilities to read high-frequency words
and decode unknown words based on their phonemic awareness. Currently, we have 52 % of students reading AT grade level. CAT 4 data indicated that achievement
increased from Fall 2021 to Spring 2022.
Guided reading, daily five, an introduction to the FlyLeaf resource and a focus on phonics and phonemic awareness were included as daily best practices in our
classrooms. From March to June, daily small group intervention in  Chinese Language Arts was added with the addition of a 1.0 FTE teacher. 60% of students are reading
at grade level in Chinese Language Arts.

Writing
In the 2021-2022 school year, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, continuity of instruction was disrupted, staff absences, supply teacher shortages, student absences, and
multiple classes to online learning.  These disruptions impacted: Instructional time and time for learning, practice and feedback. The quality of assessment evidence that
teachers could gather was complex, especially with students and staff being away from school due to illness.
Professional learning opportunities for improving instruction and common practice were limited due to supply shortages.
Some staff returned to the practice of Writer’s Workshop, while others structured their writing program around the Scope and Sequence
Spring HLAT  and Part A Language Arts PAT were administered. The data from the  HLAT shows that 53% of students write at grade level.

Numeracy
Caernarvon students in grades 2-6 wrote the CAT 4 in Math, and the data indicated growth in all areas from the fall to spring. Significant growth was evident around grade
3, and students continued to become more proficient in their math skills with each passing grade. Early numeracy intervention is critical to building foundational skills.
Our staff numeracy committee provided professional learning sessions for staff based on the data from CAT 4 and a commitment to focus on Number sense across the
grades. 
Jump Math was our primary resource for teaching math in all classrooms. Students used the Student assessment and practice books for formative practice and to inform
teacher practice

Next Steps: Reading
 Students will continue accessing Raz kids and home reading books, emphasizing phonemic awareness and making words in all Division  1 classrooms. Daily guided
reading in all classes in both languages.
If budget allows. .7 Literacy Intervention to begin late October
Utilizing Kindergarten teacher’s additional.2 FTE for Div 2 Literacy Intervention

Next Steps: Writing
Whole school to use Writer’s Workshop emphasizing pre- and post-writing assessments.  Recording and reporting this data to inform programming and practice.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B9iVR4y-ulhfhFY8Wy4rxuaZvsfDF5NJgTjYQFJqFxE/edit?usp=sharing
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Collaborative marking will be encouraged and time provided if the budget allows
Mandarin teachers will continue embedding the workshop approach into the Chinese Language Arts.
Effective conferencing and specific feedback to move writers forward

Next Steps- Numeracy
Grades 1-6 will trial the NCCS Math Benchmark tool to determine where kids are” at” in September to ensure accurate programming. Teachers will record the data on the
Caernarvon Tracking Document.
Continued use of Jump Math in all grades
Numeracy Screening Assessment was administered in September to determine the required additional small-group numeracy intervention
Exploration of the new curriculum, bridging documents and the Division Scope and Sequence to support the transition to the new curriculum
CAT 4 data to indicate areas of strength and weakness to inform practice.
.5 FTE teacher added from November to the end of April for numeracy interventions

 

By June 2022, collaboration and job-embedded professional learning will enhance high-quality teaching and learning practices as measured by internal measures and
Inquiry-Based Professional Growth Plans.  
 
Our individual and collective professional growth at Caernarvon translates into growth as evidenced by Alberta Education Assurance Measures, Achievement results, division
survey results, and internal standards we develop. We will continue to create to offer staff professional learning opportunities to grow their practice.  We recognize the
increasing complexities that frame our professional lives, and we are committed to the health and wellness of our staff.  
 
 

Results Achieved:

All NCCS schools have at least one lead teacher. Lead teachers met monthly to plan professional learning and build their capacity. Moreover, each NCCS teacher developed
a driving question within their respective IBPGP. Teachers were grouped together into collaborative groups that met throughout the year once a month on early Thursday
dismissal and two professional learning days. NCCS collaboration targeted building teacher capacity in collaborative communities of practice; building content knowledge;
immersing staff in inquiry experiences; and addressing, affirming, and/or shifting teacher beliefs. A monthly newsletter was created to spotlight best practices, quality
resources, and professional learning and to showcase school learning events in the catchment. Year End IBPGP staff survey results indicated that 87% of staff feel that time
spent in collaborative groups helped to support their professional learning goals. 79% of NCCS staff feel that the IBPGP process positively affected their teaching practice to a
moderate or great extent.

Next Steps:
Staff will continue working collaboratively with their colleagues in the catchment forming collaborative groups based on a common driving question. In addition, staff will work
in Division Collaboration groups, meeting monthly with their school colleagues to create a plan for robust collaboration to develop best practices for student growth and
achievement. Caernarvon staff will continue our work in Social Thinking, Resiliency and explore our commitment and understanding of Diversity, Anti- Racism and Equity in
our school.
 

 By June 2022, we will intentionally create opportunities to build a welcoming, inclusive, safe and healthy school culture at Caernarvon School. In recognition of our population
of students with First Nations, Metis and Inuit heritage, our large English Language Learner population and significant student population with special needs, we look to the 

 report as a guiding document to frame our work with our students  Through the creation of our D.E.A.R. team ( diversity, equity andO.E.C.D. Promising Practices . 
anti-racism) staff team focused on recognizing and acknowledging the uniqueness of our school community. Building empathy, instilling kindness, acceptance and developing
a culture of compassion through specific school-wide -activities, communication between programs and igniting curiosity within our staff and students to understand one
another. 
 
 

Results Achieved:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B9iVR4y-ulhfhFY8Wy4rxuaZvsfDF5NJgTjYQFJqFxE/edit?usp=sharing
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We had almost 100%  attendance at the fall and spring phone conferences. We received feedback from parents indicating that they enjoyed phone calls as it was more
accessible and did not require leaving the house or finding childcare. We scheduled large families as a group and provided language support when available. With restrictions
and complications from Covid, phone conferences were a successful way to communicate with parents. Staff communicated creatively with parents during the pandemic,
primarily when emergent remote learning occurred. Teachers connected with families via phone, google Meet, google classroom, school zone and email to ensure that
parents felt supported. 

Ten parents completed the Assurance Survey, indicating 89.7% felt their students were engaged in their learning at school. Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, parent
involvement percentages were lower due to parents' inability to volunteer and visit the school.  Our Administrative Assistant emailed weekly highlights to keep parents abreast
of all school events.   On the Assurance Survey, 88% of our parents feel that Caernarvon School is Safe and Caring, and 85% think our school is a Welcoming, Caring,
Respectful and Safe Learning environment for their children.

We had 16 parents participate in the Division Feedback Survey. The survey indicated that 100% of parents surveyed strongly agreed or agreed they have opportunities to
communicate with their child’s teacher. We will continue to think of creative ways to connect with our parents and families.  87% of parents surveyed strongly agreed or
agreed that their child was doing well at school, and 94% felt that their child was safe at school. In the student survey, 61% of students thought they were doing well, 87%of
students strongly agree or agree feel they can get help for their learning, and 90% feel their teachers know how they learn best. 91% of students say they feel safe and 83%
feel included in the school community.

As part of work in understanding Anti- Racism, Equity and Diversity, our staff took intentional steps to bring the Community and Bilingual Programs together by creating buddy
classes, one bilingual and one community meeting weekly for cooperative games outside and played together as cohorts. Once the covid restrictions were lifted, buddy
classes participated in school projects and went on combined field trips. In June, I met with students from every classroom to collect “student voice” feedback regarding this
initiative. Students from both programs said how much they liked meeting students from the other program and that many students could provide the name of a new friend
from the other program. This intentional “getting to know one another” initiative improved student conduct during recess and increased a sense of belonging in the school. Our
DE.A.R committee also created a school project around the children's story, Where are You Really From? Students used the sentence stem, "I am from Edmonton, and my
roots are from_______. " We collected all student responses and showcased them on our giant map in the Flex space. This project helped our students understand the
uniqueness of every individual in our school.

 

What were the most significant challenges encountered in 2021/22?

As with all schools division and province-wide, the ongoing pandemic and the continual shifts in school structure and pedagogic practice took a toll on our school community.
Some of the challenges were as follows:

disruption of learning
authentic assessment for both online and in-person learning
housing, food insecurity, transiency, poverty, and economic and cultural diversity of our students continue to be a challenge for all our catchment schools
supporting the complex mental health needs of students and families
supportive, positive mental health outcomes for staff during the pandemic
consistent attendance and participation during emergent remote learning
pivoting quickly to online learning throughout the year
lack of available staff due to illness
more frequent medical leaves impacted staffing and continuity.
a limited number of EA supplies resulting in numerous days without EA support
administering the Learning Loss assessments and building a schedule to meet the requirements for intervention within the school budget

What implications from 2021/22 will impact your current year plan?
In the second year of administering CAT 4, teachers are more comfortable understanding the data. The data will inform practice and identify students who may require
intervention.
New funding model from the Government of Alberta significantly impact the budget and the flexibility for support and programming. We are looking for creative solutions to
ensure student, and staff needs are met.
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Year 2 of the government of Alberta's “Learning Loss Program” will direct interventions.
Resilience Survey will be administered in the fall and identify at-risk students. The Assistant Principal and a teacher will attend Dr. Unger’s two-day training session in
November and build staff capacity through school-wide professional learning.
The school's D.E.A.R team will provide professional learning for staff and activities for students to build foundational knowledge in Anti-Racism, Equity and Diversity.
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Assurance Domain Measure
Caernarvon School Alberta Measure Evaluation

Current
Result

Prev Year 
Result

Prev 3 Year 
Average

Current
Result

Prev Year 
Result

Prev 3 Year 
Average Achievement Improvement Overall

Student Growth and 
Achievement

Student Learning Engagement 79.3 86.7 n/a 85.1 85.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Citizenship 81.4 80.9 82.5 81.4 83.2 83.1 Very High Maintained Excellent

3-year High School Completion n/a n/a n/a 83.2 83.4 81.1 n/a n/a n/a

5-year High School Completion n/a n/a n/a 87.1 86.2 85.6 n/a n/a n/a

PAT: Acceptable 80.6 n/a 82.6 67.3 n/a 73.8 n/a n/a n/a

PAT: Excellence 20.8 n/a 29.5 18.0 n/a 20.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diploma: Acceptable n/a n/a n/a 75.2 n/a 83.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diploma: Excellence n/a n/a n/a 18.2 n/a 24.0 n/a n/a n/a

Teaching & Leading Education Quality 90.7 93.1 93.1 89.0 89.6 90.3 Very High Maintained Excellent

Learning Supports
Welcoming, Caring, Respectful and Safe 
Learning Environments (WCRSLE) 85.3 88.4 n/a 86.1 87.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Access to Supports and Services 75.7 78.1 n/a 81.6 82.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Governance Parental Involvement 69.8 72.5 85.3 78.8 79.5 81.5 Very Low Declined Concern

Notes:
1. Data values have been suppressed where the number of respondents/students is fewer than 6. Suppression is marked with an asterisk (*).
2. Caution should be used when interpreting high school completion rate results over time, as participation in the 2019/20 and 2020/21 Diploma Exams was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In the absence of Diploma Exams, achievement level of diploma courses were determined solely by school-awarded marks.
3. Participation in the Provincial Achievement Tests and Diploma Exams was impacted by the fires in 2018/19, as well as by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019/20, 2020/21 and the January 2022 

Diploma Exam administration. 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22 are not included in the rolling 3-year average. Caution should be used when interpreting trends over time.
4. Aggregated PAT results are based upon a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence). The weights are the number of students enrolled in each course. Courses 

included: English Language Arts (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Français (6e et 9e année), French Language Arts (6e et 9e année), Mathematics (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Science (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), 
Social Studies (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE).

5. Security breaches occurred over the last few days of the 2021/22 PAT administration window. Students most likely impacted by these security breaches have been excluded from the provincial 
cohort. All students have been included in school and school authority reporting. Caution should be used when interpreting these results.

6. Aggregated Diploma results are a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence) on Diploma Examinations. The weights are the number of students writing the 
Diploma Exam for each course. Courses included: English Language Arts 30-1, English Language Arts 30-2, French Language Arts 30-1, Français 30-1, Mathematics 30-1, Mathematics 30-2, 
Chemistry 30, Physics 30, Biology 30, Science 30, Social Studies 30-1, Social Studies 30-2.

Fall 2022

School: 7225 Caernarvon School

Required Alberta Education Assurance Measures - Overall Summary

Report Version 1.0
Data Current as of Aug 24, 2022

Report Generated: Nov 06, 2022
Locked with Suppression for Fall 2022
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1.  
2.  
3.  

Division Priorities 2022-2026

Build on outstanding learning opportunities for all students.
Advance actions towards anti-racism and reconciliation.
Promote a comprehensive approach to student and staff well-being and mental health.

The following SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-framed) goals have been established for the 2022-2023 school year (referencing the Division’s Priority
number that the goal supports). All Schools will set at least two goals; one goal must be in support of Priority 1 of the 2022-2026 Strategic Plan. Schools will set a second goal that
can be in support of any priority area, and schools can choose to set a third goal if desired. Central DU’s will set at least two goals in support of any of the priorities of the 2022-2026
Strategic Plan, and can choose to set a third goal if desired.

Division Priority 1

Division Priority 2

Goal #1:
By June 2023, all NCCS students will demonstrate growth in reading, writing and mathematics as determined by Alberta Education and local measures. 
(Priority 1)
Caernarvon school will intentionally build strong literacy skills through high-quality teaching, explicit phonological awareness and phonics teaching, push-in and pull-out
intervention models, in-class daily guided reading, and a writer’s workshop.  To build skills in numeracy, students in grades 1-6 will complete the NCCS Math assessment to
determine a starting point for intervention and drive instruction. The Cat 4 will serve as a measure to assess areas of strength and growth of our students. All staff members
will be using Jump Math as the primary teaching resource.  

 
By June 2023, all NCCS staff, through collaboration and professional learning, will enhance their knowledge and understanding towards authentic progress in
advancing anti-racism, equity and reconciliation as measured by Alberta Education and local measures.…
(Priority 2)
At Caernarvon School, we intentionally create opportunities to build a welcoming, inclusive, safe, and healthy school culture. Through developing our D.E.A.R team ( diversity,
equity and anti-racism), the staff team focused on recognizing and acknowledging the uniqueness of our school community. Staff will build their foundational knowledge in
their journey of understanding anti-racism, equity and reconciliation through school-based professional learning and sessions with members of the EPSB Diversity team.
Building empathy, instilling kindness and acceptance and developing a culture of compassion through specific school-wide -activities, communication between programs and
igniting curiosity within our staff and students to understand one another. 
 

By June 2023, all NCCS staff will foster connection and belonging through collaboration and professional learning to positively impact staff and students'
well-being as measured by Alberta Education and local measures. 
(Priority 3)
At Caernarvon School, staff self-select professional learning and collaboration groups based on their Inquiry-Based Professional Growth Plan. Time is provided for staff to
develop their learning plans through collaboration and school Divison Collaboration groups once a month.  A strong focus on staff wellness, including dedicated planning time
during professional learning to ensure a healthy work-life balance. 
To support regulation and wellness, fresh fruit and other snacks will be available to students if needed. Extracurricular, school spirit days and other activities will be
encouraged to build a positive school culture and wellness. Students and staff will use the Zones of Regulation and Social Thinking language during classroom instruction, on
the playground, during hallway transitions, and in physical education as a school-wide approach. Intentional partnerships and actions will be created to support friendships
between programs and classes. 
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2022-23 Spring Proposed 2022-23 Fall Revised

Resources 3,132,807 3,132,048

Internal Revenue 0 0

REVENUE TOTAL 3,132,807 3,132,048

Classroom 18.200000 1,871,542 19.254000 1,979,927

Leadership 1.500000 202,527 1.500000 204,107

Teaching - Other .000000 0 .000000 0

Teacher Supply .000000 75,000 .000000 60,000

TOTAL TEACHER 19.700001 2,149,069 20.754000 2,244,034

(% of Budget) 68.6% 71.65%

Exempt (Hourly/OT) .000000 0 .000000 0

Support 10.000000 580,002 10.000000 580,002

Support (Supply/OT) .000000 50,000 .000000 28,200

Custodial 2.281000 154,759 2.281000 154,759

Custodial (Supply/OT) .000000 8,000 .000000 3,800

TOTAL NON-TEACHER 12.281000 792,761 12.281000 766,761

(% of Budget) 25.31% 24.48%

TOTAL STAFF 31.981001 2,941,830 33.035000 3,010,795

(% of Budget) 93.9% 96.13%

SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES 122,500 68,655

INTERNAL SERVICES 68,477 52,599

TOTAL SES 190,977 121,254

(% of Budget) 6.1% 3.87%

TOTAL AMOUNT BUDGETED 3,132,807 3,132,049

Carry Forward Included 0 0

Carry Forward to Future 0 0




